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LETTEr FrOm ThE ChAir

this has been a tremendous year for our organization. GmSG is increasing both its global reach 
and the level of engagement in the mining industry. With the help of our volunteers and the dil-
igent work they do, we remain committed to helping solve issues facing the industry today. our 
growing membership reflects this high level of engagement: GmSG has seen an increase of 19 
corporate members for 2017, which includes Leadership-level members and collaborators. 

In December, GmSG hosted the Future mining Summit 2017 in Stockholm, Sweden, which was 
well attended by senior industry influencers and stakeholders and covered topics such as digital 
mining, the machine learning revolution and using blockchain technology to improve traceability 
and security in the industry. altogether, GmSG has hosted events on six continents during 2017, 
which included events held for the first time in asia, with the Singapore Future mining Forum in 
February, and europe, with the Future mining Summit. We plan to repeat the successes of these 
international events in 2018.

as well as increasing our global footprint, GmSG has been making great strides in our collab-
orations with industry partners. We launched a second guideline project with our partner, the 
canada mining Innovation council (cmIc), on Short Interval and real-time control, and will 
continue our newly formed collaboration with the mining and metals Information Sharing analysis 
center (mm-ISac) in an attempt to address issues surrounding cyber security. 

We also published several guidelines in 2017, including underground communications Infrastruc-
ture Sections 1 and 2 and recommended practices for battery electric Vehicles in underground 
mining. Since then, our Data exchange for mine Software Sub-committee has released V1.0 of 
its open mining Format (omF) standard on GitHub, and published a report about the challenges 
associated with manipulating and transferring 3D images between mining software packages. 
this report continues to garner a lot of interest from industry and media.

2018 promises to be equally busy with plans to hold nine forums, the Summit, as well as a num-
ber of workshops. nine guidelines are currently on track for publication and three new Working 
Groups topic areas are being considered. our three-pronged strategy for 2018 will include greater 
regional engagement, revenue diversification and improved project execution.

We will continue our efforts to expand GmSG’s influence and address important issues facing 
the industry in 2018. this is not something we can do alone. We look forward to your ongoing 
engagement and your commitment to shaping the future of mining with us.

Helius Guimaraes
chair, GmSG

Helius Guimaraes, 
Chair, GMSG

thank you for helping GmSG grow.

@GMSGgroup

Global Mining Standards
& Guideline Group
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GmSG 2018 STrATEGy

ExpAnD OUR REgIOnAl EngAgEMEnt.

StREngthEn COMMUnICAtIOn.

gROw OUR MEMbERShIp AnD VOlUntEER bASE.

IMplEMEnt gUIDElInES AnD MEASURE thEIR EFFECtIVEnESS.

StREngthEn OUR AbIlIty tO DElIVER VAlUE.

»  In 2017, GmSG hosted its first events in asia and europe. We plan to continue working on these 
continents to increase our relevance and effectiveness. 

»  Further develop our membership in South america and africa and translate key GmSG documents into 
Spanish.

»  build partnerships with regional associations/government bodies to foster greater outreach to and 
inclusion of local industries. 

»  Increase activities and participation across all regions to better understand the key issues of the global 
mining industry and ensure a global voice in guideline development.

»  Support a robust virtual collaboration matrix for volunteers, including online, phone/video 
conferences, workshops, regional forums and increased communications for project groups.

»  cultivate outreach opportunities through social media and traditional platforms to increase awareness 
of GmSG and important issues to the mining community.

»  attract new corporate members at all membership tiers, to increase resources for GmSG projects and 
broader stakeholder participation in GmSG working groups. 

»  Form a recognition program to thank volunteers and members for their leadership and support.

»  Increase resources to enable swift, high quality progress on developing guidelines and ensure strong 
stakeholder engagement. this includes targeting partnerships and funding opportunities with governments, 
universities, grant organizations, and other r&D leaders.

»  Develop a guideline implementation strategy to ensure published guidelines bring value to the industry.

»  provide tools for members to share feedback on guidelines and improve effectiveness.

»  target partnerships and funding opportunities with governments and grant orgazinations that reflect 
GmSG’s commitment to a safe, sustainable and innovative industry.

»  partner with universities and other r&D leaders.

In 2017, gMSg’s 
membership grew 

24%

did you know...
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2018 EvENTS
FORUMS
DEnVER 
may 30-31

SUDbURy 
june 12-13

bRISbAnE 
august 21-22

SwEDEn 
September 5-6

EDMOntOn 
october 2-3

JOhAnnESbURg 
october 30-31

ChIlE 
november 6-7

pERU 
november 9

SIngApORE 
november 22-23

wORkShOpS
MObIlE EqUIpMEnt OpEn DAtA 
February 28 
Minneapolis

UnDERgROUnD COMMUnICAtIOnS 
InFRAStRUCtURE 
march – toronto & brisbane 
may –  Vancouver

RElIAbIlIty wORk MAnAgEMEnt pRACtICES 
march 15 
tuscon

pERth 
november/December

SUMMIt

SME 
February 25-28 
Minneapolis

CIM 
may 6-9 
Vancouver

COnFEREnCES & 
COnVEntIOnS

Vancouver 
may 8

AgM & nEtwORkIng 
EVEnt

Final dates will be made available 
on the GMSG website.

eDmonton 
Forum 2017

SantIaGo 
Forum 2017

joHanneSburG 
Forum 2017
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2017 hiGhLiGhTS

3 published guidelines

1 published Report
Recommended practices for battery Electric Vehicles in Underground 
Mining
Published: April 2017
Serves as a blueprint for original equipment manufacturers (oemS) to move forward in 
research and development, and references existing standards and guidelines related to 
battery electric vehicles.

Underground Mine Communications Infrastructure guideline part 1: 
positioning and needs Analysis
Published: February 2017
provides a high-level overview of the services and supporting technology generally 
used in each phase of the mine lifecycle.

Data Exchange for Mine 
Software: 3D Interoperability 

User Interviews and 
Common Challenges 

Published: November 2017
Details challenges associated with 
manipulating and transferring 3D 

images and provides next steps 
for developing an open mining 

Format (omF) to resolve issues.

Underground Mine Communications Infrastructure guideline part 2: 
Scenarios and Applications
Published: April 2017
organizes general tasks and components needed for each phase of underground mine 
planning and development through checklists for mine personnel and contractors.

In 2017, gMSg held events on six continents:  
north America, South America, Europe, Africa, 

Australia and Asia.

north America:  
montreal, toronto, Denver, edmonton

Europe: Stockholm

Australia: perth

South America: Santiago

Asia: Singapore

Africa: johannesburg

SUMMIt

20
7
1

wORkShOpS

FORUMS

gMSg hosted:
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20 EVEnt SpOnSORS
Abb battery electric Vehicles Workshop, Integrated 
operations (Io) business case Workshop
Accenture Singapore Forum
Alight aGm and networking event, edmonton Forum
AMtC Santiago Forum
Anglogold Ashanti Denver Forum
barrick gold aGm and networking event, battery 
electric Vehicles Steering committee Workshop
business Sweden Short Interval and real-time 
control (SIc/rtc) Workshops
CORE Interoperability, communications Infrastructure 
and Io Workshops
CORFO Interoperability Workshop (Santiago  
Forum)
Deswik aGm and networking event
Epiroc Future mining Summit 2017
Flow partners Interoperability Workshop (Santiago 
Forum), Io executive roundtable
Miller thomson SIc/rtc Workshop
OSIsoft executive council Strategy Workshop
peck tech aGm and networking event
Suncor reliability Workshop
teck Io and autonomous mining Workshops
trimble autonomous mining Workshops
University of Alberta edmonton Forum
Vale battery electric Vehicles Workshop
yamana gold underground communications 
Infrastructure Workshop

18 COllAbORAtIVE pARtnERS
amIra International
austmine
australasian Institute of mining and metallurgy (ausImm)
business Sweden (buS)
mining Suppliers trade association (mSta) canada (formerly 
cameSe)
canadian Institute of mining, metallurgy and petroleum (cIm)
canada mining Innovation council (cmIc)
coalition for energy efficient comminution (ceec)
corporación de Fomento de la producción (corFo)
GS1
International organization for Standardization (ISo)
mining3
mining and metals Information Sharing analysis center (mm-ISac)
Society for mining, metallurgy & exploration (Sme)
South african Institute of mining and metallurgy (SaImm)
Standards Leadership council
Surface mining association for research and technology (Smart)
the open Group

6 EVEnt pARtnERS
AusIMM perth Forum
Austmine perth Forum
CIM edmonton Forum
CORFO Santiago Forum
SAIMM johannesburg Forum

Outreach:

COnnECtIOnS

COMMUnICAtIOnS

Engaging members with industry news and offering opportunities to collaborate is one of our key priorities.

gained 19 
new corporate 
members for 2017

+300 
newsletter 
subscribers

Surpassed

1,000 
twitter followers

Increased group 
members by 

275%

43

2 35

7

2

42

7
web articles

corporate 
member reports brochurespartner events

press releases

magazine articles

news briefstrade show booths

newsletters
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GmSG NEWS

gMSg Members go Underground
GSmG coordinated its first-ever mine tours in 
Sweden in December 2017, which provided 
attendees with the opportunity to learn about 
established Swedish mining operations at boliden, 
Lundin mining corporation, and LKab. the first tour 
featured boliden’s renström mine, which opened 
in 1952. renström is one of the deepest mines in 
Sweden at approximately 1,445 metres deep. the 
renström mine tour was followed by a demonstration 
at boliden headquarters about the company’s work 
with SIc&rtc, as well as with connectivity and 
remote control in its Knakenberg mine. also included 
was a tour of LKab’s Kiruna mine the world’s largest, 
most modern underground iron ore mine.

Influencers gather in Sweden for Summit
GmSG held its annual Future mining Summit in Stockholm, Sweden, 
in December. the two-day event, hosted by epiroc at its test mine, 
engaged senior industry influencers and stakeholders in timely topics 
such as digital mining, cyber security, and blockchain technology. 

Report Makes headlines
GmSG’s 3D Interoperability: User Interviews and 
Common Challenges report has been getting a lot 
of traction in the media. the report, which was 
published in november by the Data access and 
usage Working Group’s Data exchange for mine 
Software Subcommittee, details use cases and 
the challenges associated with manipulating and 
transferring 3D images between software packages, 
and recommends use of an open mining Format 
(omF) in order to reduce costs and decrease time 
lost due to these issues. the report was based 
on interviews with personnel at teck, barrick and 
newmont.

news of the report was quickly picked up 
by several media outlets and a number of our 
partners. the Sub-committee is currently working 
on V2.0 and plans to release it in 2018. V1.0 is now 
available on GitHub. 

greg DeMichillie, Director of product management 
at Google, delivered a presentation on the ways in 
which companies can begin leveraging machine 
learning technology to solve problems and fuel 
innovation. 

peter burman, program manager mine automation 
at boliden, spoke about the company’s mine 
automation program, which burman says will 
make it possible to run the underground mine 
24/7, aims to improve productivity and mine safety. 

kevin McAuley and greg Sandblom of Glencore 
gave a presentation about the challenges the 
company has faced in its transition from being 
an “old, rich mining camp” to developing new 
mines, the new technology and innovations 
that make these new mines viable, and the 
shift in the relationships between information 
technology (It) and operational technology (ot) 
toward closer collaboration.

torbjorn holmstrom, Senior advisor of research 
and technology at Volvo Group, predicted there will 
be autonomous vehicles in use before 2030 and 
discussed the fact that different applications can 
feasibly use the same autonomy platform. 

For more information on the presentations from the Future mining 
Summit, visit the Library/Documents section of our website.



GmSG CENTrAL

nEw pROJECt MAnAgERS 
COMIng AbOARD

GmSG has engaged project managers 
to head up several projects launched 

in 2017, including underground 
(uG) Short Interval control (SIc), 

uG battery electric Vehicles (beV), 
uG communications Infrastructure, 
and Data access and usage (Dau) 
mobile equipment open Data. the 

beV Version 1 guideline development 
process serves as a prototype for 

current process improvement. Going 
forward, GmSG project managers 

will help to streamline the guidelines 
development process by ensuring 

greater control over projects 
and enabling greater volunteer 

engagement. GmSG also plans to 
engage a program manager by mid 

2018, who will be responsible for 
guideline project management.

gMSg’S nEw bUSInESS & FInAnCIAl MODEl

GmSG is implementing a new business model in the coming year. the 
new model will include diversifying the organization’s revenue streams 
and dedicating resources within targeted regions around the world. this 
regional focus will aim to develop collaborative communities, identify regional 
priorities, attract new members, host regional events, develop regional 
partners, and drive value realization through guidelines implementation. the 
updated model will enable us to be more strategic in building a streamlined 
events planning model and enabling increased communications with both 
GSmG members and the industry at large.

MEEt OUR nEw StAFF

heather turnbull
office  
assistant

Alexander McCleave
communications 
coordinator

Melissa wallace
communications 
coordinator

blaine Sullivan
membership  
Support

“We will continue 
our efforts to expand 
GmSG’s influence and 
address important 
issues facing the 
industry in 2018. ”
– HelIUS GUIMARAeS, CHAIR, GMSG

 GmSG   9
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iNTErNATiONAL STANDArDS upDATE

ISO tC 82 Mining 
the advanced automated mining Systems Sub-
committee under ISo technical committee (tc) 82 
was approved by member nations in an international 
vote completed September 14, 2017. the sub-
committee was approved with a very strong vote: 16 
nations approved, 6 abstained, with 0 disapproved. the 
scope, plans, industry priorities and next steps for the 
sub-committee were presented at the plenary meeting 
in Santiago, chile in September. an organizational and 
planning meeting is expected for late first quarter of 
2018, to be held in north america. communication 
with the industry will be initiated shortly as will a 
campaign to request participants, especially mine 
operators, to participate in the sub-committee and its 
planned activities.

two ISo projects that require strong mine operator 
presence and participation are underway. one 
project is on standards for collision avoidance and 
a mine operator lead is needed for the underground 
component. the tc 82 is organizing talks with tc 127 
earth moving machinery on a new project dedicated 
to emergency remote stop; this project requires 
engagement from tc 82 mine operators.  GmSG is 
requesting mine operators come forward regarding 
participation. Further communication to mine operators 
will also be initiated. 

ISO tC 251 Asset Management
a review of the ISo 55000x series document 17021:5 
closed December 1, 2017. the document details the 
minimum requirements for an auditor or assessor 
for an asset management system. the reliability 
Working Group Sub-committee sent feedback on 
the document in order to provide a mining context to 
asset management requirements.

the ISo 55002 Final Draft International Standard 
(FDIS) document is due for review ahead of the  
next planned meeting in paris, France, from  
February 5-9, 2018.
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mEmBErShip

leadership 
US $30,000

• Seat on Leadership Council
• Invitation to Future Mining Summit
• Official online member listing
• Recognition in marketing materials
• Corporate Member Report

Membership tiers and benefits
Collaborator
US $15,000

• Invitation to Future Mining Summit
• Official online member listing
• Recognition in marketing materials
• Corporate Member Report

general
US $5,000 ($2,500 for companies 
with less than 20 employees)

• Official online member listing
• Recognition in marketing materials
• Corporate Member Report

leadership Council
the GmSG Leadership council, comprised of senior management representatives from the Leadership member tier, 
acts as an advisory board to the GmSG managing Director and executive council. 

the Leadership council meets at least twice annually. responsibilities include:
•  Driving GMSG’s strategies and priorities, including engagement with external organizations, participation at 

conferences; and global expansion.
•  Reviewing progress of current projects and submissions of new Working Groups to ensure alignment with the 

priorities of the broader mining industry.
•  Promoting a culture of innovation and collaboration throughout the leadership organizations.

member companies are the 
corporate members of GmSG, 
supporting group operations 
and providing guidance and 
strategy.

Numbers as of December each year.

28

750

560

1125

375

1500 80

40

60

20

 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

335

535 615

1,218

42

50 55

70

growth

member companies participating Individuals

1,502
80 Member Companies

Mining 
Companies

oeMs

otMs

Research 
organizations

Consultants

Industry
organization

21
10
33
2

13
1
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mEmBErS

lEADERShIp MEMbERS
 Accenture  AngloGold Ashanti  Antofagasta Minerals

 Barrick Gold  BHP Billiton  Caterpillar  epiroc

 Freeport-McMoRan  Glencore  Hatch  MetS Ignited 

 Motorola  Rio tinto  Vale

COllAbORAtOR MEMbERS
 Amazon  Anglo American  Boliden  Dassault Systemes  

 Hitachi  Maclean engineering  Newtrax  orica  

 Seequent  teck  WeNCo

gEnERAl MEMbERS
 3D-P  Agnico eagle  Alight Mining Solutions  ASI  CeMI 

 Centric Mining Systems  CheckMark Consulting  Datamine  

 Desert Falcon Consulting  Deswik  DetNet  Flow Partners  

 Ge Mining  Global Io  Goldcorp  Guardvant  Hexagon Mining  

 IBM  Komatsu  Leica Geosystems  Liebherr  Lockheed Martin

 Maptek  Metcom technologies  Micromine  Miller technology

 Minetec  Mine Vision Systems  MineWare  Mining3  MISoM 

 the Mosaic Company  Motion Metrics  MSt Global  NDt Global  

 Newmont  oSIsoft  Peck tech  Prairie Machine & Parts  

 RIGID RoBotICS  Rockwell Automation  RPMGlobal  Sandvik  

 Schneider electric  Shell  Siemens  SMARt Systems Group  

 SMS equipment  SSR Mining  Suncor  Syncrude  total  trimble 

 Vandrico  Yamana Gold
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chair
helius guimaraes, Rio tinto

vice chair
Michelle Ash, Barrick Gold 

outgoing chair
Andrew Scott, Symbiotic Innovations

vice chair international 
standards
tim Skinner, SMARt Systems Group

treasurer
Mark bartlett, Flow Partners

secretary
peter becu, Information Systems 
and technology Consultant

managing director
heather Ednie, GMSG

saimm representative
Jean-Jacques Verhaeghe,  
South Africa Chamber of Mines and 
the Mining Innovation Hub

autonomous mining Working 
group
graeme Mitchell, BHP Billiton

common reference frameWork 
Working group
Roy Irvine, Real IRM

data access and usage Working 
group
Marcus thomson, CeMI

industrial comminution 
efficiency Working group
Aidan giblett, Newmont

integrated operations Working 
group
laura Mottola, Flow Partners

interoperability Working group
Sergio burdiles O., CoRFo

reliability Working group
Zoli lukacs, Independent Consultant

underground mining Working 
group
Riaan van wyk, DetNet South Africa
Russell kennett, Rio tinto

george long
Senior Manager, Resources, Digital 
transformation, Accenture

liv carroll
Senior Principal, Analytics,  
Digital Mining, Accenture

alex kent
Vice President, engineering And 
Projects, AngloGold Ashanti

vitesh maharaj
Senior Vice President engineering, 
AngloGold Ashanti

juan Quispe arancibia
Vice President, operations & 
Maintenance, Antofagasta Minerals

denis gratton
Vice President, Autonomous Mining, 
Barrick Gold 

michelle ash
Chief Innovation officer, Barrick Gold 

graeme mitchell
Manager, Mine Automation, 
BHP Billiton

chirag sathe
Principal Risk & Business Analysis 
technology, BHP Billiton

michael murphy
Chief engineer, Mining technology 
enabled Solutions, Caterpillar

don king
Vice President, Global Strategic 
Customers, epiroc 

olav kvist
Vice President, Mining technology, 
epiroc

erika fretheim
Manager, Mine technology,  
Freeport-McMoRan

rick gilbert
Vice President, technology,  
Freeport-McMoRan

GOvErNiNG COuNCiL LEADErShip COuNCiL
shayne WisnieWski
General Manager Mining Projects, 
Sudbury Integrated Nickel 
operations, Glencore

kevin mcauley
Manager – Sustainable Development 
And Innovation, Sudbury Integrated 
Nickel operations, Glencore

alvaro rozo
Global Director, Smart Industries, 
Hatch

jeanne els
Regional Director, Hatch Digital, 
Hatch

ric gros
Ceo, MetS Ignited

lisa boutilier
Corporate Account Manager,  
N.A. Mining, Motorola Solutions

scott schoepel
Vice President, Commercial 
Markets, Motorola Solutions

helius guimaraes
General Manager Data Strategy,  
Rio tinto

brian oldham
Vice President, Industrial & 
operational technologies, Rio tinto

andreW scott
GMSG outgoing Chair and Principle 
Innovator, Symbiotic Innovations

tim skinner
GMSG Vice Chair International 
Standards and President,  
SMARt Systems Group

samantha espley
Director, technical excellence, 
Vale
 
simon nickson
Principal, Underground Mining 
engineer, Vale
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BUILDING THE FOUNDATION FOR FUTURE MINING

AuTONOmOuS miNiNG

Implementation guideline

project Description
the purpose of the project is to provide a playbook that 
will drive innovation across the industry and facilitate the 
conversation between all stakeholders. Self-driving trucks 
and remote or autonomous drills are changing the landscape 
of the mining industry. companies that embrace automated 
technology increase safety and productivity. autonomous 
equipment will reduce downtime, decrease expenses and grow 
overall production.  

the key areas covered by the guideline will include 
functional capability, functional safety, change management, 
communications with the workforce and the local community, 
business case development, and interactions with the 
regulators. the guideline will be considered an expanded 
checklist or playbook, highlighting the success factors required 
to make the journey from research and development to 
deployment.

participating Companies
group leaders: Glenn johnson, teck; chiraj Sathe, bHp billiton

acQuire, alex atkins & associates, alight, amazon, anglo american, 
angloGold ashanti, arcelormittal, austrobots, automated Systems alliance, 
autonomous earthmoving Systems, autonomous Solutions, barrick Gold, 
bHp billiton, boliden, c3hf, calibre, caterpillar, checkmark consulting, 
comStock mining, corFo, cSIro, Dassault Systemes, Deloitte, Department 
of mines and petroleum (Dmp) – Western australia, Dexcent, endevea, 
epiroc, etF mining equipment, Finning (canada), Flanders electric, Flow 
partners, Fortescue metals Group (FmG), Freeport-mcmoran, Global Io, 
GS1, Hard-Line, Hatch, Haultrax, Hexagon mining, Hydrus technology, 
Imperial oil, Innovative Wireless technologies, KnS Denver, Komatsu, 
Liebherr mining equipment, Lockheed martin, machine Sensory, maclean 
engineering, mcKinsey, microvast, mine Vision Systems, minera, mineWare, 
mining3, mISom technologies, mitacom, monico, moose mountain, motion 
metrics, mSt Global, newmont, nHp electrical engineering, olio technology 
Solutions, orIca, oSIsoft, pacpro automation, peck tech, rct, rigid 
robotics, rio tinto, roy Hill, rpm Global, Sandvik, Sanguinetti engineering, 
Schneider electric, SDmt, Siemens, Smart Systems, SmS equipment, 
South africa chamber of mines and the mining Innovation Hub, SSr mining, 
Strata Worldwide, Suncor, Syncrude, Synergistics, Symbiotic Innovations, 
teck, the open Group, thiess, trimble, tyreSafe, Wireless Sensor networks

next Steps
a table of contents for the guideline will be developed to divide the 
necessary work by sections. a project plan including schedule of 
meetings and workshops will be circulated to working group. the full 
draft is to be completed in 2018.  

 jan Feb mar apr may jun jul aug Sep oct nov Dec jan Feb

1 –  project plan development
2 –  completion of a first draft
3 –  Working Group review and 

approval
4 –  Guideline publication

providing an autonomous mining guideline will lead to increased collaborative and constructive 
communication between all stakeholders including regulators and manufacturers, helping to drive 
innovation and contributing to a safe mining industry. the guideline will establish development strategies, 
allowing owners and operators to better understand data requirements and standards. 

project timeline

business Case
there are currently few regulations and standards dedicated 
to autonomous mining, despite the fact that innovation around 
autonomy is building at a rapid pace. a guideline would 
not only help companies adopt these processes, enabling 
identification of existing standards and processes from other 
industries and placing them in a mining context, but it would 
also act as a tool to assist companies in conversations with 
regulators new to autonomous mining.  

a guideline would allow the industry to progress rapidly and 
attract more vendors to the mining sector, leading to more 
competition between suppliers and a surge in innovation in 
mining equipment. 

1
2

3

4

2018 2019

highlights
»  Vision of Autonomous Mining Survey results 

published October 2017
»  project Manager, Dave goddard, Mckinsey, 

engaged January 2018  
»  Chiraj Sathe, bhp billiton, joined as a co-leader 
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COmmON rEFErENCE FrAmEWOrk
highlights
»  teleconferences held October 2017 
»  presentation at Johannesburg Forum
»  Collaboration on Integrated Operations 

business Case projectExploration, Mining, Metals & Minerals (EMMM) 
Models Users guideline

project Description
the common reference Framework Working Group is designed to assess 
the open Group’s emmm industry models as a reference framework for 
business functions and processes of a mining organization, from prospecting 
to the corporate financial statement. the open Group is a global information 
technology standards-setting consortium. Working Group members will 
update the models with increased mining input, and share how these 
documents can be useful tools for industry stakeholders with a user’s 
guideline.

GmSG has selected the open Group’s work as a reference because it has 
published, scrutinized, tested and approved standard models covering the full 
value chain of the mining industry. the Working Group will enable members 
to understand how the various frameworks can be used to drive value in their 
own companies. the group will also support the emmm Forum’s ongoing 
projects, including the creation of an information architecture framework to 
help industry members understand what information is required to optimally 
manage an operation.

participating Companies
group leader: roy Irvine, real Irm 

barrick Gold, boliden, camborne School of mines, 
careGo, caterpillar, checkmark consulting, Dassault 
Systemes, Flanders electric, Flow partners, Hatch, Ibm, 
Indigo, Komatsu, Life cycle engineering, minerp, real 
Irm, rio tinto, Schneider electric, Smart Systems, 
Symbiotic Innovations, teck, the electrum Group, the 
open Group

next Steps
an action plan will be set by the Steering 
committee based on the teleconferences’ 
outcomes. 

Advancing awareness, knowledge and adoption of a commonly accepted framework providing a generic 
description of the mining business, so that new information management initiatives launch with an 
agreed language and basis of objectives and solution to mining industry challenges. 

project timeline
to come

business Case
prior to the emmm models, there was no commonly accepted framework 
providing a generic description of the mining business. Without a framework 
for reference, every new information management initiative starts afresh with 
issues of explaining objectives and solutions to mining industry challenges.

over the last two decades, several attempts have been made at producing 
generic descriptions of the mining business; often in isolation. the open 
Group’s emmm model defines the operating context for the industry. It acts 
as a guide, providing context to the operations in the industry. this group 
supports the notion of collaboration as a meaningful industry tool by which to 
identify and disseminate practical solutions to common stakeholder problems 
as they strive for operational excellence.
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DATA ACCESS AND uSAGE 
highlights
»  OMF Version 1.0 released October 2017 
»  Data Exchange for Mine Software:  

3D Interoperability Interviews and 
Challenges report published in november 
2017Data Exchange for Mine Software

project Description
the Data exchange for mine Software Sub-committee proposes the creation of an open mining 
Format (omF) as a better solution to transferring, managing and manipulating 3D information. by 
developing a common definition for 3D objects, mining organizations may improve the compatibility 
of mining software packages, which will allow for fewer issues with manipulating 3D information.

omF V1.0 code libraries are now available on GitHub. the sub-committee published a report in 
november 2017 outlining the challenges of manipulating 3D models, and how omF will address 
those issues. 

2018 objectives:
•  Analyze use cases by vendors to begin work on V2.0 
•  Initiate a global outreach program, including collaboration with other industry associations, to 

ensure broad implementation of standard 
•  Move to integrate standard with other industry associations to develop a global standard 
•  Hire a project manager to oversee the work of the sub-committee and to develop an open process 

for managing and implementing future feature requests (i.e. new versions) 

participating Companies
group leader: adam pidilsecky, Seequent 
(formerly aranZ Geo)

agile GeoScience, alight, anglo american, 
angloGold ashanti, austmine, bHp billiton, 
barrick Gold, canadian natural resources 
Limited, Dassault Systemes, Data mine Software, 
Deswik, epiroc, Flanders electric, Freeport-
mcmoran, Geosoft, Global mining Design, 
Hexagon mining, Ibm, IGS (International 
Geoscience Services), Imago, Kinross Gold, 
Lockheed martin, maptek, mattiske consulting, 
mine Vision Systems, minerp, mineSense tech, 
mISom technologies, newmont, objectivity, 
orIca, oSIsoft, peabody energy, prairie 
machine & parts, rio tinto, rpm Global, 
Schneider electric, Seequent, Siemens, South 
africa chamber of mines and the mining 
Innovation Hub, SSr mining, teck, Vale, Wipro 
consulting

next Steps
1.  Steering committee will begin work on 

V2.0.
2.  Seek one or two mining companies 

to provide case studies and a proving 
ground.

  oct nov Dec jan Feb mar apr may jun jul aug Sep oct nov Dec

1 –  omF V1.0 launch
2 –  omF use case report 

publication
3 –  omF V2.0 development
4 –  operator case studies/trial

Focusing on solving the lack of interoperability between sophisticated mining geology and engineering 
software programs – in short, the need to export data from one software program then re-import into 
another – and enable major efficiency gains by eliminating the time currently required for manual and/or 
convoluted data transfer across the mine site. 

project timeline

business Case
modern mine planning and exploration routines often require geometric and topological data to be 
shared between different software programs. Vendors tend to restrict direct access to proprietary 
application program Interfaces in order to protect their intellectual property. Generic file export 
formats are also becoming less able to accommodate increasingly large and complex data files. 

currently, mining companies use multiple applications to manage and manipulate their 3D 
models. Surveyors, geologists, mine engineers, and managers need to be able to move from 
one 3D data application to another with consistency and relative ease in order to manipulate 3D 
projects. 

Having multiple applications creates common technical and process challenges that can result in 
significant setbacks, some of which occur more than others. these issues revolve around scripts, 
aScII, flat files, name conventions, rotation of 3D images, validity, colour models, managing 
coordinate systems and file size, while the significant process challenges are the time loss, 
reverse engineering, restricted use of available technology, additional costs, and increased risk. 
this requires additional costs to maintain the solutions, causing significant time lost to manual 
maintenance of the processes.

1
2

3

4

2017 2018
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DATA ACCESS AND uSAGE 

highlights
»  project Manager hired to see V2.0 through to publication 

in 2018  
»  project plan developed based on OEM and operator 

interviews 
»  Survey was conducted in november 2017
»  workshop scheduled in Minneapolis on February 28, 2018  Mobile Equipment Open Data Version 2

project Description
the mobile equipment open Data consensus Guideline was published in 2016 
to define a set of data parameters for open pit and underground mining mobile 
equipment that are, in principle, accessible to equipment owners and operators. 
oems and miners reached a consensus on what onboard data would be made 
available and open to the equipment owner, in a real-time, read-only format. the 
Guideline does not consider how the data may be accessed or applied.  

Version 2 of the guideline is in development with the objective of re-connecting 
oems and equipment owner/ operators such that they may re-visit data types 
previously considered “closed” and include additional mobile equipment types in 
the Guideline. oem and operator use of the published guideline is being tracked 
and will result in a series of case studies. 

participating Companies
group leader: matt miller and perry Zalevsky, 
oSIsoft

agnico eagle, amc bauxite, amtc, anglo american, 
angloGold ashanti, arcelormittal, automated 
Systems alliance, barrick Gold, bHp billiton, cnrL, 
caterpillar, cmac-tHySSen mining, Department 
of mines and petroleum (Dmp), Deswik, endevea, 
epiroc, Fortescue metals Group (FmG), Fountain 
tire, Freeport-mcmoran, Ge mining, Glencore 
canada, Goldcorp, Haultrax, Hitachi, Ibm, Indigo, 
Innovative Wireless technologies, Komatsu, 
Liebherr mining equipment, micromine, mine Vision 
Systems, oSIsoft, peabody energy, prairie machine 
& parts mfg. partnership, rct, rio tinto, roy Hill, 
Sandvik, Shell canada, Smart Solutions, South 
africa chamber of mines and the mining Innovation 
Hub, Symboticware, Symbiotic Innovations, teck, 
the cyest, the electrum Group, Vale, Wenco, 
Westmoreland coal company

next Steps
the draft V2 is being developed in january/
February. a workshop is scheduled for 
February 28, 2018 to reach a group 
consensus, with the objective to publish V2 
by may, 2018.    

Accessing operating data from mobile equipment offers opportunities for superior analysis and increased 
operational efficiencies. the guideline creates a consensus between owners/operators and OEMs by 
defining open access data for open pit and underground mobile equipment. 

business Case
modern world-class mining operations require continuous technical improvement 
and innovation to maximize productivity and safety. operational data is critical to this 
goal and includes source data related to the real-time and historical performance of 
mobile mining equipment. 

access to such operational data has historically been granted on an ad-hoc 
basis, which has burdened owner/operators with defining data requirements and 
negotiating access. While oems support open data, they also wish to preserve 
Intellectual property and value-added service opportunities. 

the mobile equipment open Data Guideline seeks to provide a standard framework 
of available data, streamlining requirements of owner/operators and supporting 
oems in contributing to mine success. once open Data is agreed upon, best 
practices may be developed to increase productivity and profits. 

 nov Dec jan Feb mar apr may

1 –  oem and operator 
Interviews

2 –  Workshop
3 –  Draft Development
4 –  Working Group review and 

approval
5 –  Guideline publication

project timeline

1
2

3

4 5

2018
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DATA ACCESS AND uSAGE 

project Description
Industry has expressed a need to develop a standard terminology and KpI 
definitions around surface mining equipment performance parameters. 
Standard terminology will provide benefits in reporting and classifying 
operational activities, enabling a common basis for internal and external 
performance comparisons.

project deliverables include the identification of common surface mining 
operational activities, events and status, and proposed standard definitions 
for common industry performance measures. operational activities and 
events will be classified into a time usage model (tum), which forms the 
basis for standardized common key performance definitions and indicators. 
the tum is a production model which identifies and classifies operational 
activities, events and statuses into standardized time categories, which are 
the basis for operational KpIs. the guideline for classification and reporting 
of operational activity and status will provide clarity around how activity is 
reported enabling consistent performance comparisons.

participating Companies
group leader: Zoli Lukacs, Independent consultant

3D-p, accenture, anglo american, angloGold ashanti, 
barrick Gold, bHp billiton, cnrL, centric mining 
Systems, Dassault Systèmes, Data mine Software, 
Deswik, Freeport-mcmoran, Gibraltar mine, Global Io, 
Hexagon mining, Ibm, jVa, newmont, oSIsoft, pt uku 
tech Indonesia, rio tinto, Schneider electric, Siemens, 
Smart Systems Group, SSr mining, teck, the electrum 
Group, trimble, university of Sao paulo

next Steps
roll out the draft Guideline and time usage 
model to GmSG members and obtain final 
feedback on proposed model and definitions prior 
to developing final guideline. During the review 
phase obtain feedback into additional industry 
KpIs and definitions required.

Developing common definitions and terminology enables reporting consistency between operators, 
allowing effective comparisons of performance data. 

business Case
performance improvement requires an understanding of current performance, 
establishing clear expectations and benchmarks and the ability to find 
opportunities for improving performance. Standardized definitions and 
terminology provide clarity on how activities and events are being reported 
enabling consistent performance comparisons among fleets. agreeing 
on a common industry basis for classification of operational events and 
performance definitions enables comparison of performance internally and 
among industry peers.  benchmarking among industry peers helps identify 
industry leaders and best practices, raising the bar on collective industry 
performance by continually raising performance expectations.

Operational key performance Indicators (kpIs) 
and Definitions

highlights
»  Circulate complete draft guideline in q1 of 

2018 
» Establish industry team to review feedback 
» publish final guideline by end of 2018 

 jan Feb mar apr may jun jul aug Sep oct nov Dec

1 –  circulate draft guideline
2 –  Industry draft review and 

update
3 –  Working Group review and 

approval
4 –  Guideline publication

project timeline

1
2

3

4

2018
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iNTEGrATED OpErATiONS

project Description
the objective of this Integrated operations (Io) Working Group project is to 
create a guideline that companies can use to develop their own business 
cases. 

the business case guideline will focus on six key areas:
1. Financial evaluation
2. Developing the direction and vision
3. creating a roadmap
4. Scoping
5. prioritization
6. maturity assessment

participating Companies
group leader: Saad Hameed, arcelormittal

abb, accenture, alight, arcelormittal, camborne 
School of mines, e & y, Flow partners, Global Io, Hatch, 
nextGenopX, pacpro automation, Sandvik, Schneider 
electric, South africa chamber of mines and the mining 
Innovation Hub

next Steps
•  The Working Group will finalize a project plan, 

including a timeline.
•  The first draft of the guideline is expected to be 

completed in 2018.

1 –  project plan development
2 –  Guideline draft 

development
3 –  review and approval
4 –  publication

Developing an adaptable Integrated Operations (IO) business case for mining company executives to help 
ease the transition for companies seeking to shift their production processes. 

business Case
While the industry adapts to new technologies in digitization, automation, and 
decision support systems, core operating processes must also be integrated to 
realize the full potential of the technologies.
 
a business case guideline can detail the financial risks and benefits of Io 
and start conversations with company stakeholders when identifying the 
requirements, needs and best options for implementing Io. 
 
With a guideline, companies can reduce the added costs of labour and 
resources that will inevitably come with researching their own individual cases. 
by creating a blueprint business case, companies can adapt their own by 
using a basic frame of reference to implement Io in their own organizations.

Implementing Io will:
• Create a seamless business environment with transparency of information.
•  Establish industry-leading technology platforms that provide solutions in 

automation, analytics, and decision support.
•  Become more predictable, enabling companies to better manage variations 

in operations.

highlights
»  workshop held november 2017 in Montreal, 

Canada
» table of contents for guideline drafted

business Case Development 

 jan Feb mar apr may jun jul aug Sep oct nov Dec Feb may

project timeline

1
2

3

4

2018 2019
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iNTEGrATED OpErATiONS
highlights
»  lead academic partner from University of 

toronto identified in October 2017
»  Mining company consultation on project 

deliverables held november/December 2017
Research Collaboration

project Description
the Integrated operations Working Group research collaboration will address Io in its 
application within the mining industry by building a body of knowledge of Io. the Sub-
committee will work to aggregate existing research and perform opportunity assessments 
and gap analysis while evaluating the current state of operations knowledge, in conjunction 
with establishing a long-term academic research project to analyze Io and its ongoing 
evolution in the mining industry globally. this is a collaborative effort in partnership with 
academia to compile information on integrated operations both within and outside the 
mining industry. 

Gathering this information will help identify and define basic operational and infrastructure 
requirements, and outline the basic roadmap steps to develop and deploy successful Io. 
the resulting document will provide a research summary with clearly defined references, 
recent use cases to describe the benefits and potential risks of Io, and a list of best 
practices to help monitor change management. the aggregated research will also identify 
new cross-functional KpIs that should help Io become more successful. the results of 
this study will be published and the opportunity for industry to be the drivers behind the 
direction and objectives of the study will be instrumental in contributing to establishing a 
benchmark in the mining industry in terms of Io.

participating Companies
group leader: Fiona campbell, cGm 

accenture, alight, anglo american, barrick 
Gold, bHp billiton, cGm, Deloitte, Flow 
partners, Global Io, Hatch, Ibm, pacpro 
automation, rio tinto, South africa chamber 
of mines and the mining Innovation Hub, teck, 
Visagio

next Steps
meeting at the university of toronto 
with GmSG, a small group of industry 
members, and academic and 
administrative university staff, to define 
and identify expected outcomes of 
research project as well as to discuss 
the next steps in terms of required 
information to apply for both short- 
and long-term funding.  From this, the 
focused research project will begin and 
milestones as well as expected dates 
for results will be determined.

 oct nov Dec jan jun jul aug Sep oct nov Dec jan Feb

1 –  phase 1 research 
collection

2 –  analysis and 
dissemination/publication

3 –  phase 2 Definition

A collaborative effort between industry and academia  to develop and implement  a research project 
with a specific focus on identifying and aggregating both new and existing Integrated Operations (IO) 
knowledge and research for development into an assessment of the current state of the mining industry’s 
operating model. the end goal is a more effective and cost-efficient model. 

project timeline

business Case
the mining industry is looking to Io to solve challenges such as inefficiencies, high 
turnover of skilled staff and variability of performance across the value chain. this will 
require financial evaluation, a prioritization of issues, and mostly, a clear and concise 
roadmap. currently this information does not exist for the mining industry so in order to 
get there, mining must work collaboratively with other industries to build that knowledge 
base. this will give the Working Group the tools to articulate an Io best practices guideline, 
creating concrete steps that will result in effective solutions. It will also be openly available 
as a resource for companies to consult on their own Io projects.

1
2

3

2017 2018 2019
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highlights
»  project plan developed July 2017
» Steering Committee established 
»  Initial use case development underway
» project Manager engaged in January 2018

iNTErOpErABiLiTy

project Description
the Interoperability Working Group aims for a mining industry with open 
systems and international standards for interoperability of all mining 
equipment and operating personnel. to do that, the group will identify and 
describe the business and operating requirements of interoperability in 
mining, while articulating its value to the industry. 

the first step is for the Working Groups to identify common terminology 
and definitions, and develop a roadmap for interoperability for the Working 
Groups and the industry as a whole. 

additionally, the Working Group will publish use cases that underpin the 
value proposition of interoperability, create an architecture reference 
Framework, and evaluate cyber security, privacy, and commercial 
confidentiality. 

participating Companies
group leader: Sergio burdiles, corFo  

3D-p, acQuire, aikoLogic, alight, amIra, amtc, antofagasta 
minerals, automated Systems alliance, barrick Gold, bHp 
billiton, boliden, canadian natural resources, caterpillar, 
checkmark consulting, cisco, codelco, corFo, cSa Group, 
cSIro, Dassault Systemes, Dexcent, Dhemax, Draeger, eaton, 
emerson, endevea, energetics, epiroc, etp, ey chile, Farellones 
Ingenieria, Flanders, Flow partners, Fmp Group, Freeport-
mcmoran, Ge mining, General Dynamics, Global Io, Godelius, 
Goldcorp, GS1, Guardvant, Hatch, Hexagon mining, Honeywell, 
Ibm, Icono advisory, IDS Georadar, Imperial oil, Industrias 
Inteligentes, Innovative Wireless technologies, Instituto 
nacional de normalización, Itelecom, jones Day, Komatsu, 
LeSS Industries, Liebherr, LKab, Luxar energy, matrikonopc, 
mcKinsey, micromine, mine Site technologies, minerp, 
mineWare, mining3, minnovex, modular mining Systems, 
motion metrics, motorola, newtrax, nHp electrical engineering, 
octagon Systems, olio technology, optalert, optimisa, 
oSIsoft, peck tech, programa estratégico de Industrias 
Inteligentes, rajant corporation, real Irm, rigid robotics, rio 
tinto, rockwell automation, rpm Global, Schneider electric, 
Silent Software, Smart Systems, South africa chamber of 
mines and the mining Innovation Hub, Sparhawk Software, 
Split engineering, Strata Worldwide, Synergistics, Symbiotic 
Innovations, teck, tecnoexplora, the cyest, the open Group, 
tmeIc, tyco SimplexGrinnell, unearthed Solutions, universidad 
chile, universidad del Desarrollo, university of adelaide, Vale, 
Vandrico, Visual Intellect

next Steps
• Development of draft terminology and definitions. 
•  A project plan and a timeline for roadmap 

development will be circulated in early February. 

 jan Feb mar apr may jun jul

1 –  Definitions and 
terminology draft 
development

2 –  roadmap to 
Interoperability 
development

3 –  review
4 –  phase 2 project plan 

development

Facilitating the development and adoption of interoperability standards to ensure industry automation 
and integration will not be constrained as new technologies and processes emerge. 

project timeline

business Case
mining equipment is currently unable to exchange data freely, due to 
proprietary limitations. mine operators require access to resources, processes 
and decision history, to identify, develop and deploy solutions that are more 
productive, safe and sustainable. 

Introducing interoperability will mean improved communication between 
equipment, end-to-end process integration, enhanced equipment 
development and innovation, and support for remote operations. 

the Interoperability Working Group will provide useful principles to 
help companies reach a shared interoperability vision for the industry. 
Interoperability impacts all industry stakeholders. With proper and integrated 
information access to resources, processes and decision history, mine owners 
and operators can benefit by being able to identify, develop and deploy 
solutions that are more productive, safe and sustainable. Guidelines published 
through the group will enable future standards for data transfer and machine-
to-machine interface, and mechanisms for governance of interoperability 
across the industry.

1
2

3

4

2018
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rELiABiLiTy

project Description
the reliability Working Group (rWG) is an operator-focused group whose purpose is to 
provide a network and forum for reliability professionals to share knowledge and develop 
best practices related to reliability in mining. 

the philosophy of the rWG is to share knowledge and experience with related 
organizations. It is a collaborative model which aims to leverage practices and standards 
from other industry organizations through mutual participation. 

rWG’s objectives include identifying practices and tools that will result in a superior level 
of reliability and maintenance performance. Delivery of the working group’s mandate is 
through focused, regional best practices workshops and on-line collaboration. Leading 
practices identified by the group will be circulated as guidelines available to GmSG 
membership. In addition a focus on leading practices the rWG will propose KpIs and 
definitions for common reliability and maintenance terminology, enabling comparisons and 
benchmarking of maintenance and reliability activity and performance. 

rWG also supports the mining industry through the ISo 55000x standards series. this 
sub-committee will enable collaboration with other reliability and asset management 
organizations beyond the mining sector. 

participating Companies
group leader: Zoli Lukacs, Independent consultant

3D-p, aladon, alberta Innovates, alight, allied 
reliability Group, angloGold ashanti, barrick 
Gold, boliden, bureau Veritas, cnrL, caterpillar, 
checkmark consulting, colorado School of mines, 
cSIro, Dassault Systemes, Dexcent, epiroc, Fm 
Global, Freeport-mcmoran, Ge mining, Global 
Inspections - nDt, Hatch, Hexagon mining, 
Honeywell, Ibm, Indigo, Lakeside controls, Life 
cycle engineering, mace consulting, machine 
Sensory, mcS pro, modular mining Systems, 
mosaic, mSt Global, nacG, newmont, oSIsoft, 
pro Sygma, Queen’s university, rio tinto, roche, 
Sandvik, Sherritt, South africa chamber of mines 
and the mining Innovation Hub, SSr mining, 
Strategic technologies, Suncor, Syncrude, teck, the 
electrum Group, total, tronox, Volvo, Westmoreland 
coal company

next Steps
1.  rWG will continue to support the 

mining industry through the ISo 
55000x standards series. 

2.  organize work management workshop 
in tucson on march 15 2018, hosted 
by caterpillar. 

3.  Summarize rWG survey results and 
establish priorities and Working Group 
project plan for future workshops. 

4.  establish sub-group dedicated to 
developing a guideline for maintenance 
and reliability KpIs. 

Improved asset reliability will result in reduced maintenance, increased production, lower costs and 
improved safety.

business Case
over the years, the application of proven reliability concepts has contributed to safer, more 
productive and profitable operations across a range of industries. the adoption of reliability 
programs in mining has been slower, due in part to the perception that variable operating 
environments present barriers to the introduction of these concepts. 

With industry stakeholders setting high expectations for asset performance, the interest 
in application of reliability systems and tools is rising. In asset centric organizations such 
as mining, increased equipment runtime directly benefits the bottom line. not only does 
improved reliability enables organizations to leverage the full value of their assets, but in 
the autonomous mine of the not so distant future, reliability represents a key foundational 
element of autonomous mining systems.   

organizations are challenged in understanding which practices provide the greatest value 
and effectiveness. by identifying leading practices and sharing best practice guidelines 
for reliability in mining, the rWG will enable organizations to apply appropriate practices 
supporting improved asset reliability and increased equipment runtime. 

Reliability best practices guidelines

highlights
»  First best practice workshop of 2018 scheduled for March 15 in tucson 

to focus on best practices in Maintenance workflow Management 
»  Develop draft reference guideline for key elements of a reliability 

program
»  Establish sub-group to identify and categorize maintenance and 

reliability metrics 
»  Review feedback from Reliability Survey and industry input to establish 

additional best practice workshops (goal of two additional workshops in 
2018)

project timeline
to come
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project Description
the goal of communications Infrastructure is to examine issues related 
to wired and wireless communications and advance implementation 
in underground mining. a five-document guideline is currently 
being developed to help mine operators better understand modern 
communication requirements. the first two sections, “positioning and 
needs analysis” and “Scenarios and applications” were published in 
February and april of 2017. 

the guideline suite is a reference tool for a set of standards and solutions 
for communications in underground mining. It evaluates current 
communication systems and frames the language being used to appeal 
to all mining personnel who may have less experience with digital 
communications, and focuses on planning, development and sustainability 
in an underground environment.  

participating Companies
group leader: Dave Fry, Granite technology Group; 
russel Kennett, rio tinto

agnico eagle, aKrom, austrobots, barrick Gold, 
bestech, boge boge, cisco, Deloitte, Detnet, Draeger, 
ecm networks, epiroc, Flow partners, Glencore, Hatch, 
Hexagon mining, Innovative Wireless technologies, 
IreDeS, iVolve, Komatsu, Laird, Littelfuse, Luxar energy, 
micromine, mine Site technologies, mine Vision Systems, 
minerp, minetec, mobilaris, motorola, mSt Global, 
newcrest, newtrax, nHp electrical engineering, northern 
Light technologies, pSa Integration, ramjack, rct, 
rio tinto, rockwell automation, rpm Global, Sandvik, 
Schneider electric, Siemens, South africa chamber of 
mines and the mining Innovation Hub, Vale, yamana Gold

next Steps
First draft workshops to occur in toronto and 
brisbane in late march 2018.

Second draft workshop to occur with the cIm 
convention in Vancouver in may 2018.

First draft of the Guideline Section 3 expected to 
be published in june 2018.

 jul nov Dec jan Feb mar apr may jun jul aug Sept oct

1 –  project plan development
2 –  Guideline draft 

development
3 –  review and approval
4 –  publication

providing a guideline suite for underground communications and network infrastructure will educate 
operators. this guideline will enable mine owners and operators to determine their communications 
needs and solutions, allowing for a more efficient and cost-effective system of communication, ultimately 
ensuring greater productivity. 

project timeline

business Case
the global advancement of communications technology continues to 
accelerate. Video, voice and data networks provide tremendous operational 
support in industrial settings, including underground mine environments. 
Due to the variety and sophistication of modern communication 
infrastructure, mining personnel may lack the background and experience 
to develop and maintain efficient and cost-effective communication 
solutions. the underground mining communications Infrastructure 
guideline is intended to bridge this gap. the Guideline will support key 
personnel in understanding different approaches to the strategic integration 
of communications technology into the mine lifecycle in order to increase 
productivity, profit, and safety.    

1
2

3

4

2017 2018

highlights
»  Interviews with industry participants occurred 

in november and December 2017 
»  guideline Section 3 subcommittee meetings 

began in January 2018 
»  workshops to occur in toronto and brisbane in 

late March 2018; Vancouver in May

uNDErGrOuND miNiNG

Communications Infrastructure
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project Description
SIc and rtc are the processes that allow mining supervisors to better manage 
tasks throughout a single shift, enabling real-time feedback on completed and 
outstanding work. GmSG and the canada mining Innovation council (cmIc) are 
partnering with the support of business Sweden to produce a guideline outlining 
the current state of technology and its potential. 

the goal is to create a roadmap outlining possible paths from an “analog” mine 
to a digital mine which uses short interval control and real-time control. this will 
include a roadmap to get there, while avoiding common pitfalls. It will pave the 
way for an introduction to newer, more efficient technologies. 

the guideline will entail descriptive visions of what SIc/ rtc may look like in 
a mine and will include a map of the entire mining system. It will outline the 
potential problems that are associated with SIc/ rtc and help provide effective 
and accurate solutions, such as the creation of common terminology. changes 
in roles for workers and how to integrate new processes into the work cycle will 
also be addressed. 

participating Companies
project Manager: David Sanguinetti, Sanguinetti 
engineering

abb, accenture, acorn, barrick Gold, boliden, business 
Sweden, camborne School of mines, camiro, cemI, 
centric mining Systems, commit Works, corFo, 
Dassault Systémes, Deloitte, Deswik, epiroc, ericsson, 
Flow partners, Fluidmesh networks, Freeport-mcmoran, 
Glencore, Global Io, Hatch, Hexagon mining, Komatsu, 
Lundin mining, maclean engineering, micromine, 
minetec, mobilaris, newgold, newtrax, north american 
palladium, pacpro automation, prontoforms, rpm 
Global, Sandvik, Scania, Schneider electric, Siemens, 
SKF, South africa chamber of mines and the mining 
Innovation Hub, teck, Vale, Volvo, Wipro consulting, 
yourpace

next Steps
building on the table of contents and required 
subject matter generated at the first two 
workshops, individual groups for each of the 
Guideline’s sections have been formed. these 
groups are now meeting virtually to generate 
content of the guideline, which will then be 
sent out for review prior to final editing and 
publication.

 jul nov Dec jan Feb mar apr may jun jul aug Sept oct nov Dec jan

1 –  project plan development
2 –  Guideline draft 

development
3 –  review and approval
4 –  publication

Enabling the adoption of Short Interval Control (SIC) and Real-time Control (RtC) will give the industry 
the required processes to optimize shift time and use of assets in underground mines. this will allow for 
better planning, quicker decisions, increase production and lower costs.

project timeline

business Case
there is a strong desire for increased control and automation in underground 
mining. thanks to technological advances, communication infrastructure has 
vastly improved in underground environments, allowing increased opportunities 
to adopt shift management processes. many companies have implemented 
some aspects of SIc/rtc, but there is a lack of independent guidance on how 
to proceed. 

the guideline will deliver much-needed direction on the available options 
for short interval control, allowing for greater and faster adoption of control 
technologies. It will lower costs and result in fewer companies encountering 
problems. 
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Short Interval and Real-time Control

highlights
»  workshop held on September 21, 2017 in 

toronto 
»  workshop held on December 7, 2017 in 

Sweden
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project Description
the beVs project is a joint effort between GmSG and the canada mining 
Innovation council (cmIc) to provide guidance to oems and mine operators 
looking to take advantage of battery electric technology in the underground. an 
initial recommended practices guideline was published in april 2017. Since then, 
oems, mining companies, otms, and consulting companies are among the 
stakeholders who are providing feedback on what needs to be included in  
Version 2.  

the current guideline also provides an overview of the available standards around 
beV implementation in an underground mine; it can be used as a blueprint for 
vehicle oems, and be included by mining companies in tender documents to 
oems for mining vehicles. this will include best practices for designing a mine to 
maximize advantages of beVs underground around charging and operations. With 
the proper implementation of beVs, diesel use can be drastically reduced with 
consequent reduction in harmful emissions and thus ventilation requirements. 
Version 2 will build on existing information and add topics such as business case 
elements and how to build a beV simulation.

participating Companies
group leader: craig Harris, Glencore 

abb, accenture, adria Inc., agnico eagle, alex 
atkins & associates, amec Foster Wheeler, amQ, 
angloGold ashanti, aramine, artisan Vehicle Systems, 
autoline, barminco, barrick Gold, battery Solutions, 
bestech, bHp billiton, boliden, cameco, caterpillar, 
cmI, corFo, cSa Group, Deloitte, edvirt, efacec, 
electrovaya, energetique, energigo, epiroc, FD 4x4 
centre, Flow partners, Fostergy, Franklin empire, 
FVt research, Ge mining, Glencore canada, 
Goldcorp, Hatch, Heliox automotive, Hydro Quebec, 
iVolve, Komatsu, Laurentian university, maclean 
engineering, marcotte, mcewen mining, medatech, 
microvast, miller technology, minecat, natural 
resources canada, newcastle, newcrest, normet, 
noront resources, north american palladium, 
ontario ministry of northern Development and mines, 
oSIsoft, parker, prairie machine & parts, rail-Veyor, 
rDH mining equipment, rio tinto, rock breakers, 
rockwell automation, Sandvik, Scania, SDmt, South 
africa chamber of mines and the mining Innovation 
Hub, SSr mining, Symboticware, teck, tm4, 
toromont, tracks and Wheels, transpower uSa, Vale, 
Wainbee, yamana Gold

next Steps
now that areas for improvement have been 
highlighted and new content identified, teams 
have begun to generate the new material. once 
written, the revised guideline will be edited and 
reviewed prior to publication.

 jul nov Dec jan Feb mar apr may jun jul aug Sept oct

1 –  project plan development
2 –  Guideline draft 

development
3 –  review and approval
4 –  publication

providing operators and OEMs with the tools and standards to solve the challenges associated with the 
transition from diesel to battery Electric Vehicles (bEVs). 

project timeline

business Case
the mining industry is now extracting mineral reserves at greater depths but as 
underground mining progresses to deeper levels, ventilation for diesel mobile 
equipment becomes a challenge. With regulators and industry both making 
commitments to health, safety and the environment, beVs offer a unique 
opportunity to significantly reduce ventilation requirements, operating costs, and a 
mine’s environmental footprint, all while maintaining a rigorous focus on safety and 
productivity.

at the same time, beVs are presenting a new set of challenges, with original 
equipment manufacturers (oem) and mine owner/operators already making 
investments with little guidance or standardization for implementation.  

a guideline will address these challenges in terms of infrastructure requirements, 
maintenance and operating constraints by offering a blueprint for mine design and 
equipment innovation up-front, and move the industry forward, together.
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the Electric Mine:  
battery Electric Vehicles in the Underground

highlights
»  Steering Committee workshop held September 

22, 2017 in toronto  
»   Updated material for bEV guideline September 

22, 2017 
»   workshop held november 14, 2017 in Montreal  
»   workshop held December 8, 2017 in Sweden
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